As the art project progressed, the photographic lens contributed to a more complex series of perspectives which included the archival history of the estate and its surrounding new city, the careers of the estate's architects, the people who live there, and my own reflections on a council estate childhood. In turn these perspectives are set out in this article in terms of the spatial and temporal realms in which they are, and continue to be, produced. These realms are loosely conceived in terms of Lefebvre's production of space triad, traced through the estate's historical narrative from plans to buildings which then converge in the eventual art work 1 The archivist eventually located microfilm copies of the architectural department's plans including elevation drawings of seven of the eight blocks of Netherfield terraces which would make up each 800m street of the estate. The houses were to be built on a gently rising and falling landscape but rather than allow the topography of the site to determine the heights of the buildings the architects sought to achieve a constant roofline across the whole 1km 2 site. Each dwelling would be set above or below ground level to support this roofline, each block would shift seamlessly between one to three storeys, and each front garden would rise or fall towards the front door to accommodate this level. Already the art project had overstepped the initial expectation of an apparently straightforward search for an archive drawing to be used in an exhibition. What had begun as a simple visual element for an exhibition had produced a collection of objects and ideas which expanded the spatial and temporal prospects for the exhibition. The tracing paper scroll became a centre piece for conversation, having been accidentally deployed as a visual method of elicitation and reconciliation for the architects. It had also emerged as an embodied means of containing, circulating and preserving their ideas, ideals and aspirations for the residents of their unbuilt streets. The missing elevation drawing from the archive became a symbolic gap in the historical record, occasioned by and underlining the gaps that emerge through, successive ideologies about how communities should evolve and who should be responsible for this.
THE STREET
Perspective was a key element of the architects' plan for Netherfield. The straight lines of terraces would, through the undulation of the site, become three dimensional curves accentuated by the addition of a short, curvilinear "fin" between each dwelling along the terraces. Even when looking at the houses straight on, the foreground shifts and the fins splay out to disturb the clean lines of the drawings. The proposition, to collect and compile an image of the street that could be set alongside the architects' drawings, required an empirical technique facilitated with a "shift lens". This device, a mainstay of architectural photography, would counteract the perspectival differences produced by the camera as it was pointed up or down to maintain a constant roofline across every image.
This process, one house at a time, all along the street required stamina and planning. To ensure enough information was collected we needed three photographs of each of the 150 houses and each needed to line up accurately in the viewfinder. A rhythm emerges: stand, click, step, stop. The plan was to record the elevation of the street as we found it and with as little intervention beyond the technicalities already described as possible. This image of the heroic photographer assiduously capturing their subject in the name of art is easy to portray but less easy to defend.
Producing these images, in one of the most deprived areas of both the city and the country 5 , presented an obvious and anticipated challenge. The presence of a camera on the street provokes reactions. It is undoubtedly an imposition to point a camera at a house especially if such houses represent the only piece of territory their tenants have some kind of control over. The experience also provoked a personal response for me, having been born and raised in a council estate in Milton Keynes 6 . In revisiting the environment there was a sense that the ideals of the architects and the memories of a 1970s childhood had somehow been erased and overdrawn by a different ideology which contrived to dissipate the community through the advent of Multiple Occupancy Houses and the removal of subsidies, support networks and social services.
We expected our imposition to be questioned yet almost every resident we met were keen to engage, to find out what we were doing, to ask if we were from the Council and had information on the recently announced regeneration schedule and rumoured demolition of the estate. They were keen to tell us how much they liked living on the street, how the sense of community and proximity to family was important to them. One resident was very vocal in their objection to our perceived probing into their privacy, and perhaps their privation, and this provoked some consternation and debate about how or whether to include this missing house. Others wanted to know how they could find out where and when the exhibition was on.
We recognised that other artists directly engage with communities at different stages of the work. Distribution of cameras and collective exhibitions are a mainstay of both community art programmes and academic urban interventions 7 . Our project had a separate community engagement element based around the exhibition space and the display of the archival and photographic material generated. Nevertheless, our presence, and our performance of the photographic process, functioned in a similar way to the architects' drawing, whereby the means of production of the visual object, as well as the object itself, becomes a method of elicitation: a means of making connections with and between residents, the houses they lived in and the lives they wanted to live.
Constructing a perspective free photographic record of the street produces a 3m long parallax-free vision of the street as it stands, to be presented alongside the original drawings of exactly the same view. This device, an expansive and extensive "now and But this is not an exhibition of the ideal home nor a critique of the failings of that ideal through the presentation of its processual decay or ruin 13 . Rather it presents visual elements rendered from the historical record and reports clear statements of intent from the architects. The built form of the city is a photographic subject, an archival object and an art exhibit. The gallery becomes an assemblage of temporal layers, archival spaces, artistic practices and architectural places. 
